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Abstract:
The use of digital maps and location information is becoming increasingly important for various application areas like business applications, consumer applications and automotive applications. This brings many opportunities but at the same time many challenges in efficiently storing and processing of spatial information in both server based and embedded environments.

In the first part of the presentation gives a high level overview of various aspects of using spatial information in business applications such as business requirements, positioning techniques, geocoding, architecture of a location based system, how to store and process spatial data in relational databases, how to build scalable systems to handle high number of spatial transactions using engineered systems also giving examples from a set of real life applications.

The second part covers the use of digital maps and location information in the emerging intelligent vehicles domain and in ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) applications. A set of use cases are given such as enhanced localization by fusing GNSS position and digital maps, enhanced Traffic Sign Recognition with map fusion, integrating GNSS and V2V (Vehicle to Vehicle) communication technology and local integrity heat maps.
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